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In this paper we illustrate five different techniques for showing that problems are complete for some 
complexity class via projection translations (these are extremely weak logical reductions). These 
techniques would not be available to us if we were to take the traditional view of complexity theory 
where decision problems are equated with sets of strings instead of sets of finite structures. 
1. Introduction 
Descriptive complexity theory is the study of complexity theory via logic, in 
particular via finite model theory. Basically, problems are defined as sets of finite 
structures, over some vocabulary, satisfying sentences of various logics and the classes 
of problems defined with respect to these logics are shown to be related to well-known 
complexity classes; that is, the expressibility of some problem is related to its computa- 
tional complexity. For example, if we take first-order logic with successor and extend 
this logic by augmenting it (in an explicitly defined way) with an operator correspond- 
ing to the problem of deciding whether a given digraph has a path between two 
specified vertices, then it can be shown that the resulting logic, TC*[FO,], is such that 
TC* [FO,] = NL (nondeterministic logspace [S]); that is, a problem can be repres- 
ented (as above) by a sentence of the logic TC*[FO,] if and only if (an encoding 
of) the problem (as a set of strings) can be solved in nondeterministic logspace 
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(Immerman [9, lo] used this logical approach to show that NL is closed under 
complementation by showing that the logic TC* [FO,] is). We add that, throughout 
this paper, a problem is a set of structures over some vocabulary, while a decision 
problem is the abstract set of instances (with a subset of yes-instances) underlying 
some problem. By encoding we usually mean the encoding of a decision problem as 
a set of structures over some vocabulary (that is, as a problem), but we sometimes talk 
about encodings of decision problems and problems as sets of strings. It will always be 
clear as to which type of encoding we are referring. 
Naturally, showing that certain logics are related to certain complexity classes is 
not all there is to descriptive complexity theory, although such logical characteriza- 
tions of complexity classes are important, often yield new results, and affirm the feeling 
that the complexity class in question is indeed of fundamental importance (as, for one 
thing, a machine-independent, logical characterization of it has been found). Logical 
characterizations of complexity classes often make it easier to prove purely complex- 
ity-theoretic results (that is, ones not ostensibly involving logic). For example, certain 
complexity classes are notoriously difficult to work with, one being the complexity 
class NSYMLOG (nondeterministic symmetric logspace [14]): it is usually hard to 
show that specific problems can be solved by a nondeterministic symmetric logspace 
Turing machine. Immerman [S] characterized NSYMLOG logically and using this 
characterization, Stewart [ZO, 271 showed that certain problems concerning the gener- 
alized word problem for finitely generated subgroups of infinitely generated free 
groups are complete for NSYMLOG (via logspace reductions). 
As another example of a consequence of a logical characterization, when 
Immerman [S] first characterized NL by the logic TC* [FO,], as mentioned above, he 
also showed that all sentences of this logic have a particular normal form, which 
immediately led him to deduce that the problem of deciding whether a given digraph 
has a path between two specified vertices is complete for the complexity class NL not 
just via logspace reductions (as had been established by Savitch [17]) but via 
projection translations: these are extremely weak logical reductions defined with 
respect to first-order quantifier-free formulae of a specific type. Moreover, it can be 
shown that projection translations differ from logspace reductions although it is 
unknown whether there are any problems complete for some complexity class via 
logspace reductions but not via projection translations. (These projection translations 
are actually uniform versions of the p-projection reductions introduced by Skyum and 
Valiant [18], whereas, from [S, Theorem 6.21, the seemingly stronger first-order 
translations are a uniform version of the constant-depth reductions of Chandra et al. 
[2]: Immerman and Landau [Ill have conjectured that any problem complete for 
some “well-defined” complexity class via first-order quantifier-free translations is also 
complete via projection translations.) 
Whilst it is amazing that well-known complete problems, for various complexity 
classes such as L (deterministic logspace), NL, P and NP, via logspace reductions 
remain complete via these extremely weak projection translations (see [S, 19,21,24]), 
this is not the only reason for the study of projection translations. The weakness of the 
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projection translation makes it a reasonable tool with which to try and separate 
complexity classes, one way or another. For example, it seems plausible that one 
might, due to the strict syntactic and semantic definitions of projection translations, 
be able to show that it is impossible for there to exist a projection translation between 
two specific problems, and so obtain lower-bound results (although Immerman [S] 
notes that a more tractable approach is to show that projection translations of 
a certain arity cannot exist between certain problems: see the discussion in [ll, 
Section 51 for more details). (Note that the logical characterization of complexity 
classes enables us to prove upper bounds on some problem by showing simply that 
the problem can be expressed in some logic.) 
On the other hand, the fact that a problem is complete for some complexity class via 
projection translations is a stronger result than it being complete via logspace 
reductions, say, and, under certain (possibly unlikely!) circumstances, this might yield 
a stronger identification of complexity classes. For example, suppose that we can show 
that the problem of deciding whether a given digraph has a path between two specified 
vertices can be solved in NC’ (see, for example, [3] for details of NC’ and related 
complexity classes). Using the fact that this problem is complete for NL via logspace 
reductions enables us only to say that L= NL, as NC’ is not known to be closed under 
logspace reductions, but, using the fact that this problem is complete for NL via 
projection translations, enables us to say that NL=NC’, as NC’ is closed under 
first-order translations. 
Whilst logspace reductions are no good when dealing with complexity classes 
contained in L, say, projection translations allow us to talk about complete problems 
for L (via projection translations, of course). For example, in [22] it is shown that the 
problem of deciding whether a specified vertex is on the lexicographic first path of 
some digraph starting at another specified vertex is complete for L via projection 
translations. Restricting ourselves to logspace reductions forbids the consideration of 
this problem; moreover, this result is stronger than showing the problem to be 
complete for L via NC’-reductions, say. In fact, it is not obvious how to show that the 
above problem is complete for L via NC’-reductions: the reason we could show that it 
is complete via projection translations is that there are established techniques 
for doing so in our logical environment (a statement about which this paper is 
expressly concerned: the actual technique used in [22] is illustrated in Section 4.2 of 
this paper). 
The fact that certain complexity classes have complete problems via projection 
translations has shown itself to be especially important when we are concerned with 
searching for new complete problems for the complexity classes of the polynomial 
hierarchy. In [23], techniques for deriving complete problems for the classes of the 
polynomial hierarchy were established which demand the completeness of some other 
problem in some other complexity class via projection translations: the technique 
breaks down completely if we merely insist on the other problem being complete via 
first-order quantifier-free translations, say. Certain problems concerning reliability in 
networks of processors with interrelated link failures (a topic seemingly remote from 
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descriptive complexity theory) were considered and shown to be complete for NP or 
II;. The basic technique is illustrated in Section 4.4 and, so, we defer more detailed 
comment until then. 
Still on the subject of projection translations, the notion of a projection translation 
has yielded a new truth-table reducibility called projective, uniform, Boolean formula 
k-truth-table reducibility [28]. This truth-table reducibility is weaker than the usual 
truth-table reducibilities (in particular, than the logspace and polynomial-time truth- 
table reducibilities studied in [30,31]) and, in [28], it is shown that the closure of NP 
with respect to this truth-table reducibility coincides with the complexity 
class L”‘[O(l)]; that is, the class of problems solvable by a logspace deter- 
ministic oracle Turing machine which makes only a constant number of queries to 
its NP oracle. 
As a final application of the notion of a projection translation, we mention the 
work of [26] on uniform sequences of branching programs. Amongst other things, 
it was shown that uniform polynomial-size sequences of branching programs are 
equivalent in terms of computational power to logspace deterministic Turing 
machines, where the uniformity constraint essentially says that the sequence of 
branching programs can be described by means of projective formulae (this uniform- 
ity constraint is the weakest yet applied to sequences of computational devices; 
weakest in the sense of computational power). It was also shown in [26], by using 
techniques similar to those of Section 4.4, that the decision problem of deciding 
whether a given branching program accepts every input string is complete for co-NP 
via logspace reductions. 
It should be apparent from the above discussion that the study of extremely weak 
reductions between problems is to be encouraged and this feeling is reflected in the 
history of the study of such reductions (the “weak” reductions should be of sufficient 
strength for complete problems for some “well-defined” complexity class to exist). In 
[12] two notions of reducibility were considered involving space bounds on com- 
putations, one in terms of Turing machines and the other in terms of rudimentary 
predicates: in the case of logarithmic space bounds, both were refinements of Karp’s 
polynomial-time reducibility (this appears to be the first weakening of the usual 
polynomial-time reductions considered, although Gacs and Lovasz [15] also refer to 
a preprint of Schnorr). In [15] elementary reductions (similar to first-order trans- 
lations) were studied and a version of the SATISFIABILITY (SAT) problem was shown to 
be complete for NP via these elementary reductions. Dahlhaus [4] refined the notion 
of an elementary reduction to obtain interpretative reductions (similar to first-order 
quantifier-free translations) and showed that a version of the SAT problem is com- 
plete for NP via interpretative reductions. Eventually, Immerman [8] concocted 
projection translations which, as we mentioned earlier, are uniform versions of Skyum 
and Valiant’s [ 1 S] p-projection reductions. We note that these p-projection reductions 
thrive in the study of nonuniform complexity classes and recently Meinel [16] has 
shown various problems, defined around the graph accessibility problem, to be 
complete for various nonuniform complexity classes via p-projection reductions. 
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An obvious refinement of the projection translation is the monotone projection 
translation. However, it has been shown in [23] that if certain problems are complete 
for certain well-known complexity classes via monotone projection translations, then 
long-standing open questions in complexity theory are resolved: also no problem has 
yet been shown to be complete for any “well-defined” complexity class via monotone 
projection translations. Consequently, it seems wise to consider projection trans- 
lations as the weakest reasonable reductions known. (We remark that certain prob- 
lems have been shown to be complete for NP via projection translations without 
successor but not for any complexity class contained within NP; consequently, we 
prefer to include the built-in successor relation in our logics and translations. Also, the 
successor relation occurs naturally in computation, for when data is stored in 
a computer there is always an implicit ordering involved.) 
It should be added that there are well-known problems which are complete for NP 
via logspace reductions but for which completeness via projection translations is 
unresolved. It appears to be the case that we must be very specific when we stipulate 
the underlying decision problem of some problem. For example, a logical encoding of 
the version of the MATISFIABILITY (%A?-) problem in which each clause has at most 
3 literals has been shown to be complete for NP via projection translations but it is 
unknown whether the similar encoding of the version where each clause has exactly 
3 literals is complete for NP via projection translations [24]. We are also undecided as 
to whether the chosen encoding of some decision problem, as a set of structures over 
some vocabulary, affects the computational complexity of the problem. Essentially, 
we have yet to consider the question of what constitutes a “reasonable” encoding of 
a decision problem as a set of structures over some vocabulary (see [7] for a discussion 
of “reasonable” encodings of decision problems as sets of strings). 
In this paper, content that the projection translation is of fundamental importance 
in complexity theory, we draw together all the known logical techniques for proving 
problems to be complete for some complexity class via projection translations. These 
five techniques have just recently been established and as yet have hardly been 
applied. Whilst we illustrate and apply these techniques in this paper to show that 
certain problems, previously (at most) only known to be complete for some comp- 
lexity class via logspace reductions, are actually complete for the same complexity 
class via projection translations, we emphasize that it is not (necessarily) with the 
actual problems involved that we are concerned but with the techniques employed to 
prove completeness. We add, however, that for reasons detailed in Section 4.4 (and for 
others also), it is important that we build a compendium of problems complete for 
some complexity class via projection translations (and other weak reductions), al- 
though we do not see much merit in pursuing this goal to the exclusion of all others: it 
is best that the completeness of some particular problem via projection translations 
should be of interest for other reasons. 
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains the basic definitions of 
descriptive complexity theory; Section 3 contains some related existing results; 
Section 4 contains our results, with each subsection devoted to a different technique 
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for proving completeness (we also study the logics formed by extending first-order 
logic with positive applications of the operators in question); and Section 5 contains 
our conclusions. Throughout, complexity classes are written in bold type. 
2. Basic definitions 
In this section we give an outline of the basic definitions concerning descriptive 
complexity theory. For more details, the reader is referred to [19,21,24,28], where the 
definitions are given in full (it should be added that the definitions have evolved as 
time has progressed). 
A vocabulary T= <Rl,R2. . . . . &,Cl,C2 , . . ., C,) is a tuple of relation symbols 
(&iI i=1,2 ,..., k}, with &i of arity ai, and constant symbols {CL: i= 1,2, . . ..m}. 
A (jinite) structure of size n over r is a tuple S = ( (0, 1, . . . , n - 1 }, RI, R,, . . . , Rk, 
C1, CZ, . . . . C,) consisting of a universe JSJ = (0, 1, . . . . n- l), relations RI, R,, . . . . Rk 
on the universe 1 S I of arities a,, a2, . . . , ak, respectively, and constants Cl, C,, . . . . C, 
from the universe IS 1. The size of some structure S is also denoted by IS I. We denote 
the set of all structures over z by STRUCT(r) (henceforth, we do not distinguish 
between relations (constants), and relation (constant) symbols, and we assume that all 
structures are of size at least 2). A problem of arity t (30) over r is a subset of 
STRUCT,(t)={(S,u): S&TRUCT(r), UEISI’). If Q is some problem then r(Q) 
denotes its vocabulary. 
The language of the jrst-order logic FO,(s) has as its (well-formed) formulae 
those formulae built, in the usual way, from the relation and constant symbols of r, 
the binary relation symbols = and s, and the constant symbols 0 and max, using 
the logical connectives V, A, and -I, the variables (x, y,z, . ..}. and the quantifiers 
3 and V. (We add that in earlier papers FO, was denoted by FO< . We have changed 
the notation here as the former implies that we have a built-in total ordering on any 
domain and this is not the case.) Any formula $J of FO,(z), with free variables those 
of the t-tuple x, is interpreted in the set STRUCT,(r), and for each SgSTRUCT(r) 
of size n and IIEISI’, we have that (S,u)l=$(x) if and only if 4’(u) holds, where 4”(u) 
denotes the obvious interpretation of 4 in S, except that the binary relation symbol 
= is always interpreted in S as equality, the binary relation symbol s is interpreted 
as the successor relation on (SI, the constant symbol 0 is interpreted as 0~1 S(, the 
constant symbol max is interpreted as n- 1 E(SI, and each variable of x is given the 
corresponding value from u. (We usually write s(x,y) as y=x + 1, and 1 (x =y) as 
x#y.) If we forbid the use of the successor relation in the logic FO,(t) then we 
denote the resulting logic by FO(z): also, FO,= U {FO,(T): T some vocabulary} 
(with FO defined similarly). The formula 4 describes (or speci$es or represents) 
the problem 
{(S,u): (S,ukSTRUCT,(r), (S,u)l=G)} 
of arity t. 
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Having detailed how we use first-order logic to describe problems, we now illustrate 
how we extend first-order logic with new operators to attain greater expressibility. Let 
TV be the vocabulary consisting of the binary relation symbol E: so, we may clearly 
consider structures S over r2 as digraphs or graphs (for i#j, there is an edge (i,j) in the 
digraph S if and only if ES(i, j) holds, and there is an edge (i, j } in the graph S if and 
only if ES(i, j) or E’(j, i) holds: we assume that there are no edges from a vertex to 
itself in any graph or digraph unless otherwise stated). Consider the problem TC of 
arity 2: 
TC= ((S, u, v)ESTRUCT~(~~): there is a path in the digraph S from 
vertex 24 to vertex a>. 
We write (+ TC)* [FO,] to denote the logic formed by allowing an unlimited number 
of nested applications of the operator TC, where K[l.~y$~(x,y)], for some formula 
$E( + TC)* [FO,], some k-tuples of distinct variables x and y, and some relevant 
structure S, denotes the digraph with vertices indexed by the tuples of ISlk, and where 
there is an edge from u to u if and only if there is a path in the digraph described by 
$‘(x,y) from u to u (this is the logic (FO+ TC) of [8]). We write (f TC)k[FOs] 
(TC* [FO,]) to denote the sublogic of ( f TC)* [ FO,] where all formulae have at most 
k nested applications of the operator TC (where no operator appears within a nega- 
tion sign): the sublogic, TCk[FO,], of TC* [FO,] is defined similarly. Needless to say, 
first-order logic can be extended by other operators; indeed, extensions of first-order 
logic can be extended by other operators (see, for example, [25,28]). 
Example 2.1. The following are examples of sentences of (-i_ TC)* [FO,]: 
41 -VxVyTC[hvE(u,u)](x,y), 
Here, E is a binary relation symbol and $ is any formula of (+ TC)* [FO,] with free 
variables ul,uz,ul, and u2. Note that ~,eTC’[FO,] and if $E(+TC)~[FO,] then 
42~( + TC)k+2 [FO,]. 
If SESTRUCT(r,) then S/= 4i if and only if there is a path in the digraph S (whose 
edges are given by the relation Es) from every vertex to every other vertex; that is, S is 
strongly connected. If S is some structure over the vocabulary of the formula I/ then 
Sl=42 if and only if there is a path from vertex 0 to vertex max in the digraph GS 
constructed as follows: the vertices of GS are the same as those of S and there is an 
edge (x,y) in GS if and only if the formula 
1 ~~C~~~~,~2~~~,,~2~lcIs~~,,~2,~,,~2~l~~~,~~,~~,~~~ 
holds. 
In order to compare logical descriptions of decision problems, we use the notion of a 
logical translation (these translations play a role analogous to logspace and polynomial- 
time reductions between sets of strings). Let r’= ( RI, R2, . . . . Rk, Cl, C2,. . . , C,) be 
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some vocabulary, where each Ri is a relation symbol of arity ai and each Cj is 
a constant symbol, and let L(r) be some logic over some vocabulary r. Then the 
formulae of C = {pi, ll/j( yj): i = 1,2, . . , k, j = 1,2, . . . , HI> s L(T), where 
(i) each formula 4i ($j) is over the 40; (4) distinct variables xi (uj), for some positive 
integer q; 
(ii) for each j= 1,2, . . . . m and for each structure SESTRUCT(T) 
Sl=(3X,)(3X2)...(3x,)CIc/j(x1,X2,~..,Xq) A 
o(x,=y, A x2=yz A “. A x,=y,)]], 
are called z’-descriptive. For each SESTRUCT(~), the t’-translation ofS with respect to 
C is the structure S’ESTRUCT(~‘) with universe ISlq, defined as follows: for all 
i= 1,2, . ..) k and for any tuples {u~,~~,...,u,~)c~S’I=IS~~ 
@‘(4,~2 , . . . . u,,) holds if and only if (S,(U~ ,~2, . . . ,u,,))+ pi, 
and, for all j= 1,2, . . . . m and for any tuple UE~S’I=ISI~ 
Cj” = u if and only if (S, U) + ~j( yj) 
(tuples are ordered lexicographically, with (0, 0, . . ,O) ~(0, 0, . . . , 1) < (O,O, . . ,2) < ... , 
and so on). Consequently, if the formulae of C are Y-descriptive then a structure over 
r’ is associated with every structure over z. 
Example 2.2. Let r2. 2 = (P, N), where P and N are binary relation symbols. Then 
any structure over r2, z can be considered as a Boolean formula in conjunctive normal 
form (cnf.): the Boolean literal Xi (1 Xi) is in clause Cj if and only if P(i,j) (N(i,j)) 
holds. Let the formulae 4r and 42 over rz be defined as 
V(y,=OAy2=maxAx,=OAxz=max) 
and 
V(y,=maxAy2=OAx,=OAx2=0) 
Then (4r, 4*} is a set of 52. 2- descriptive formulae: there is a Boolean literal 
Xi, j (1 Xi, j) in the clause Ck, ,,, if and only if 4 1 (i, j, k, m) (c$~( i, j, k, m)) holds (given 
some structure over TV). Hence, to every structure S over z2 (digraph) there is 
associated a structure o(S) over z2, 2 (Boolean formula in cnf.). 
Let Q and 52’ be problems over the vocabularies z and r’, respectively. Let C be a set 
of Y-descriptive formulae from some logic L(r) and, for each SESTRUCT(~), let 
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DESTRUCT denote the ?-translation of S with respect to Z. Then 0’ is 
an L-translation of Q if and only if for each SESTRUCT(~), SEQ if and only 
if G(S)EQ’. 
Example 2.3. Consider the formulae in Example 2.2. It is not hard to see that, for any 
SESTRUCT(T~) describing an acyclic digraph, there is a path in the acyclic digraph 
S from vertex 0 to vertex max if and only if the Boolean c.n.f. formula o(S) is satisfiable 
(o(S) consists of the clauses 
{X,),(X,,,}, (lXi)UjXj:j#i and E’(i,j)} for i=O,l,...,max-1). 
Hence, if ACYCLICTC is the problem over z2 consisting of all those acyclic digraphs 
with a path from vertex 0 to vertex max and SAT is the problem over T*, 2 consisting of 
all those Boolean c.n.f. formulae that are satisfiable, then SAT is an FO,-translation of 
AC YCLICTC. 
Let ~EFO,(~), for some vocabulary r, be of the form 
for some finite index set I, where 
(i) each ai is a conjunction of the logical atomic relations, s, =, and their 
negations; 
(ii) each /ri is atomic or negated atomic; 
(iii) if i#j, then li and mj are mutually exclusive. 
Then 4 is a projective formula. If the successor relation symbol s does not appear in 
4 (that is, $EFO(Z)), then 4 is a projective formula without successor, and if each of the 
pi (above) is atomic then 4 is a monotone projective formula. Consequently, we clearly 
have the notions of one problem being a jirst-order translation, a quanti$er-free 
translation, a projection translation, and a monotone projection translation of another, 
as well as all of these without successor. 
Example 2.4. From Examples 2.2 and 2.3, SAT is a projection translation of 
ACYCLICTC. 
3. Some related results 
Having explained how we might use logical formulae to describe problems, we now 
mention how operators have already been added to first-order logic so as to “capture” 
well-known complexity classes. Complexity classes are generally considered to be sets 
of strings over the alphabet (0, l} recognized by various resource-bounded computing 
devices, the usual one being the Turing machine with time and space bounds (see, for 
example, [7] for standard complexity-theoretic definitions). In order to compare 
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complexity classes and classes of problems, it is necessary to relate a set of strings with 
a problem and vice versa. 
Let SESTRUCT(~), for some vocabulary r = ( RI, R,, . . . . Rk, C1, C2, . . ., C,), 
where each Ri is a relation symbol of arity ai, and each Cj is a constant symbol. Then 
the encoding e,(S) of S is defined as follows: 
The relations Rs,R$, . . . . Rs are encoded in order with each RiS encoded as 
a sequence of n“’ O’s and l’s, denoting whether Rs(O,O, . . .,O) holds, whether 
Rf(O,O, . . ., 1) holds, . , and whether Rf’(n - 1, n- 1, . . . , n- 1) holds (where (S( =n); 
the constants Cf , . . . , Ci are encoded in order with each Cy encoded as its binary 
representation. 
If Q is some problem over r, then we define e,(Q)= (e,(S): SEQ} E (0, l}*. 
So, the set of strings over (0, l} corresponding to the problem Q, over some 
vocabulary r, is e,(Q) (notice that there are many such sets of strings depending on the 
choice of encoding scheme). Conversely, given a set of strings X over (0, l}, there 
might be many problems Q, over different vocabularies z, such that e,(Q) = X: there is 
certainly one, namely the problem Q over the vocabulary tr consisting of one relation 
symbol A4 of arity 1 such that, for each SESTRUCT(~,), SEQ if and only if the binary 
string described by MS is in X (the binary string described by MS has length ISI with 
the ith symbol being a 1 (0) if and only if the relation M’(i) holds (does not hold)). 
Consequently, a complexity class CC is identified with a set of problems Prob if and 
only if 
(a) for each XECC, there is some SZEProb over some vocabulary r such that 
X =e,(Q); 
(b) for each QEProb, we have that e,(R)ECC, 
and if CC is identified with Prob then we write CC = Prob. Notice that we do not insist 
that if CC = Prob then every realization 52 of some XECC as a set of structures over 
some vocabulary is such that QcProb, but only one such. Notice also that we can 
now speak of problems being complete for some complexity class via projection 
translations, say. 
Immerman [S] considered the complexity classes L, NSYMLOG, NL, and P and 
provided complete problems for these classes via projection translations, and Stewart 
[19,21,24] considered NP and provided complete problems for NP via projection 
translations. Among the results in [S, 19,21,24] are the following (they will be 
required later on). 
Theorem 3.1. (a) NL = TC’ [FO,] = (+ TC)* [FO,], and the problem 
TC(0, max)= (SESTRUCT(~,): there is a path from 0 to max in the digraph S} 
is complete for NL via projection translations [S]. 
(b) De$ne 
HP= {(S, u, v)ESTRUCT~(~~): there is a Hamiltonian path in the digraph S 
from u to v}. 
Then NP = HP’ [FO,] = HP* [FO,] and the problem HP(0, max) (dejined as in (a)) is 
complete for NP via projection translations [19]. 
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(c) Dejne 
3COL= {SESTRUCT,(T,): the graph S can be 3-coloured}. 
Then NP=3COL’[FO,], NPuco-NPG~COL*[FO,], and the problem 3COL is 
complete for NP via projection translations [21, 241. 
(d) NP = SAT ’ [FO], NPuco-NPE SAT* [FO], and the problem SAT is complete 
for NP via projection translations without successor [24]. 
It should be pointed out that Dahlhaus [4] had (essentially) previously shown that 
SAT is complete for NP via quantifier-free first-order formulae and a modification of 
his proof yields that SAT is actually complete for NP via projection translations 
without successor. Usually, we retain the successor relation in our logics for the 
reasons mentioned in Section 1. 
It is open as to whether 3SAT (the version of SAT where each clause has exactly 
three literals) is complete for NP via projection translations, whereas <3SAT (the 
version of SAT where each clause has at most three literals) is [24]. It is peculiar that 
establishing the completeness of 3SA T and < 3SA T for NP via projection translations 
appear to be of different degrees of difficulty. Dahlhaus [4] has shown that a different 
logical encoding of the 3SAT problem (where all the clauses in any instance have 
exactly 3 literals) is not complete for NP via interpretative reductions. 
It should also be pointed out that HP is (essentially) the only known operator for 
which the logic formed by extending first-order logic using an unlimited number of 
nested positive applications of the operator captures NP. The reader is referred to 
[l, 1 l] for related results concerning complexity classes “below” P (such as NC’, L, 
NL and DET*). 
4. Some techniques for proving completeness 
In this section, we detail five techniques for showing that problems are complete for 
complexity classes via projection translations: each of these techniques has only 
recently been devised and applied. The techniques are illustrated on certain problems, 
each of which was not previously known to be complete for the respective complexity 
class via projection translations, and the merits of the techniques are discussed. We 
emphasize that it is in the techniques that we are interested and not especially in the 
fact that these particular problems are complete for some complexity class via 
projection translations, although it is useful and important to build up a compendium 
of problems which are complete for complexity classes via extremely weak reductions 
for various reasons. 
4.1. Ourjrst method 
The first of our methods for proving problems to be complete for some complexity 
class via projection translations is similar to the usual one of reducing from a known 
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complete problem. However, as it is unknown whether projection translations are 
transitive (as relations between problems), we must actually exhibit a monotone 
projection translation from the known problem to the problem in hand, as by [24, 
Lemma 3.11 if the problem QZ is a projection translation of the problem Szr and Qs is 
a monotone projection translation of s2*, then sZJ is a projection translation of s2i. 
The method of this section was first used in [21,24]. 
Let the vocabulary r2, 2 consist of the relation symbols E and F, both of arity 2, and 
let the problem PATH WITH FORBIDDEN PAIRS (PATHFP) be defined as follows: 
PATHFP = {SE STRUCT( r2, 2): the digraph S on the vertices (0, 1, . . . . n- l} with 
edges described by the relation ES has a path p from vertex 0 to vertex 
n- 1 such that at most one of each (unordered) pair of distinct vertices 
given by the relation FS is on the path p}. 
(The vocabulary t2,2 was defined earlier as consisting of the two relation symbols 
P and N of arity 2: this was because we were describing the positive (viz. P) and 
negative (viz. N) occurrences of literals in Boolean expressions. Now we are concerned 
with paths and forbidden pairs of vertices in digraphs; so, we rename the symbols 
E and F to denote the edges and the forbidden pairs. We are, essentially, still using the 
same vocabulary as before except that the names have been changed to help the reader 
associate the relation symbols with the intended relations.) 
The encoding of this problem as a set of strings was originally shown in [6] to be 
complete for NP via logspace reductions, and problems related to it were also 
considered in [23]. In [23], a different encoding (that is, over a different vocabulary) of 
the same underlying decision problem was shown to be complete for NP via projec- 
tion translations, although by very different methods (in fact, by the methods of 
Section 4.4). As we have mentioned, we are unsure as to how the computational 
complexities of different encodings of some decision problem as problems over 
different vocabularies compare when we are dealing with extremely weak reductions, 
and so the two encodings of the same underlying decision problem studied in [23] and 
in this section should be viewed as being distinct. 
In [6], the encoding of the problem 3SA T is reduced to the encoding of PA THFP; 
however, this reduction cannot be described by projective formulae (and 3SAT 
is not known to be complete for NP via projection translations). Still, all is 
not lost. 
Theorem 4.1. There exists a monotone projection translation from SAT to PATHFP. 
Proof. Let S be an instance of SAT of size n (> l), with clauses Co, C,, . . . , C,_ i and 
over the Boolean variables {Xi: i = 0, 1, . . . , n- l}. We now (informally) describe the 
instance a(S) of PATHFP corresponding to S: 
(i) the digraph of o(S) has vertices 
{S,W,t)U{ui,Ui:i=0,1,..., n-1) 
U{Xi,j,lXi,j, Yi,j,l Yi.j: i,j=O,l,..., n-l}; 
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for i,j,k=O,l,..., n-l, ifn-1. 
(iii) the forbidden pairs of o(S) are 
{{Ui, Yi,j}:i,j=O,l,...,n-l,XjECi} 
U~{Ui,l Yi,j}: i,j=O, l,...,n-l,lXjECi}. 
The digraph of such an instance can be pictured as in Fig. 1. 
Suppose that there is a path p from s to t in the digraph of o(S) such that at most 
one vertex of any forbidden pair is used on p. Suppose further that the clause Ci is 
nonempty and that the vertex Ui appears on p: in particular, suppose (without loss of 
generality) that X,ECi. AS {ui, Ui} is a forbidden pair, the vertex Yi, 0 must appear on 
p. But { Ui, Yi, 0} is a forbidden pair, which yields a contradiction. Hence, if the clause 
Ci is nonempty, ui does not appear on p. Also, if Ci is empty then Ui must appear on p. 
Let the truth assignment t on the Boolean variables {Xi: i=O, 1, . . . , y1- 1) be 
defined as follows: 
t(X,)= True if and only if Xi,j appears on p, for some i; 
notice that t is well-defined. Consider a nonempty clause CL. By above, Ui does not 
appear on p and, SO, either Xi,k or 1 Xi,k, for some k, must. If Xi,k does then, by 
definition, X,ECi and t(X,) = True. If 1 Xi,k does, then Xi, k does not appear on p as 
{ Xi,k, 1 Xi,k > is a forbidden pair; so, by definition, 1 X,ECi and t(X,)= False. 
Hence, all nonempty clauses of S are satisfied by t. 
Conversely, suppose that t is a satisfying truth assignment for S. When building 
a path in the digraph of a(S) between s and w, at “level i” we can usually either 
proceed through the vertex Ui+i or proceed through an Xi+i- or a 1 Xi+,-type 
vertex (if the clause Ci+i is empty then we must proceed through the vertex Ui+i). 
When the clause Ci+ 1 is nonempty, by choosing an Xi+ i- or a 1 Xi+ r-type vertex 
corresponding to a literal of Ci+ 1 set at True via t, we can clearly construct a path 
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Fig. 1. The digraph o(S). 
from s to w (such vertices always exist as t is a satisfying truth assignment, and it is 
never the case that both vertices of some forbidden pair are used as a literal and its 
negation cannot both be set at True via t). 
Once at w, we can build a path from w to t as follows: at “level i” we proceed 
through the vertex ui+ 1 if the clause Ci+ 1 is nonempty (this is allowable as, by above, 
ui+ 1 does not appear on the path) and through the vertex Yi+ i, 0 if the clause Ci+ 1 is 
empty (this is allowable as no vertex Yi+r,j or 1 Yi+ r,j is in a forbidden pair with 
Ui+ 1). Thus, there is a satisfying truth assignment for S if and only if there is a path p in 
the digraph of o(S) between s and t such that at most one vertex of each forbidden pair 
of a(S) appears on p (we are assuming that the instance of SAT with no literals in any 
clause is satisfiable). 
It remains for us to show that the instance a(S) of PATHFP can be described by 
monotone projective formulae. This fact should be obvious, given constructions such 
as those in [24, Theorems 3.1, 4.1, 4.2 and 5.11. 0 
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Corollary 4.2. PATHFP is complete for NP via projection translations. 
Proof. Follows immediately from [22, Lemma 3.11 and Theorem 4.1. 0 
Note that, although SAT is complete for NP via projection translations without 
successor, we cannot say the same of PATHFP as we have used the successor relation 
in constructing the translation from SAT to PATHFP in the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
We remark that the basic reduction used in the proof of Theorem 4.1 is (as might be 
expected) more complicated than that of [6]. 
The fact that there exists a monotone projection translation between two problems 
often tells us something about the expressibility of the logics formed by extending 
first-order logic by operators corresponding to the two problems. 
Proposition 4.3. Let Q, and a2 be problems such that there exists a monotone projection 
translation from 52, to s2,. Then (QI)k[FO,] G(Q,)~[FO,], for each k. 
Proof. Consider a sentence @ of (Q,)‘[FO,] of the form 
where r(Q1) has r symbols, etc., and where each 4i is a formula of (Q,)‘[FO,]. As 
there is a monotone projection translation from s2i to Q2, @ is clearly logically 
equivalent to a sentence of the form 
where r(Q2) has t symbols, etc., and where, if we consider the formulae 4i, c#I~, . . . , C#I~ 
as indivisible entities, each Gi is a quantifier-free first-order formula in which the 
formulae41,42, . . . , & do not appear negated. Also, for the same reason, each formula 
4i is logically equivalent to a formula of (Q,)‘[FO,], and so @ is clearly logically 
equivalent to a sentence of (Q2)2[F0,]. An easy induction shows that 
(Q,)k[F0,]~(Q2)k[F0,] for all k. 0 
Corollary 4.4. SATk [ FO,] G PATHFPk [ FO,] for all k. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 4.3. 0 
Hence, by [24, Corollary 4.11, if the logics PATHFP’ [FO,] and PATHFP* [FO,] 
are of the same expressibility then NP=co-NP. 
4.2. Our second method 
We now illustrate a second method of showing problems to be complete for some 
complexity class via projection translations: in our illustration, the complexity class is 
again NP. Essentially, we consider an appropriate sublogic of the logic formed by 
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extending first-order logic by an operator corresponding to the problem in question 
and we derive a normal form for this logic. This normal-form theorem tells us 
immediately that our problem is complete for some complexity class (namely, the class 
of problems represented by the sentences of our logic). We then show that every 
problem in (in this case) NP can be represented by a sentence of our logic and also that 
our problem is in NP: this yields the required result. This method for proving 
completeness was first used in [S], although showing that every problem of the 
complexity class in question can be represented by a sentence of the logic concerned 
was proven from first principles, in that the computations of relevant resource- 
bounded Turing machines were encoded in the logic. 
The problem we consider is GOOD MARKING (GM) which is defined as follows: 
GM = {SESTRUCT(~,): the digraph S, in which vertices may be joined to 
themselves, has a subset of vertices M such that every vertex of S is 
joined to exactly one vertex of M}. 
If SESTRUCT(~~) and M is a subset of vertices of S then we say that M determines 
a marking m of S and write m(v), for some vertex u of S, to mean that EM. If every 
vertex of S is joined to exactly one vertex of M then the marking m determined by M 
is a good marking of S. The problem GM is essentially that problem considered in 
[S, Theorem 191: in that result, Fagin showed that the encoding of GM as a set of 
strings is complete for NP via polynomial-time reductions. 
We begin by considering an “appropriate” sublogic of (+ GM)* [FO,]. As we are 
attempting to characterize NP logically and NP is not known to be closed under 
complementation, we immediately restrict our interest to the sublogic GM*[FO,]. 
However, as we have seen from results in [19,21,24], this logic still might not be 
suitable, for it may be the case that GM’ [FO,] s( f GM)’ [FO,] E GM* [FO,] (as it 
is for the corresponding sublogics of (+ 3COL)* [FO,], say). For, let $EFO, be over 
the k-tuples of distinct variables x and y, and consider the sentence 
where ul,uI, u1 and v2 are new variables and 4 is defined as 
V(u,=OAu1=maxAu,=maxAu2=max) 
V(u,=maxAu,=maxAu,=maxAu2=max) 
V(u1=OAu2=maxAu,=OAvl=maxAGM[lxy$]). 
It is easy to see that GM[i(ul, u2)(u1, uz)4] is logically equivalent to 1 GM[Axyll/]; 
so, if we can show that GM’[FO,] =GM*[FO,] =NP (as is the case with the 
corresponding sublogics of the logic (+ HP)* [FO,]) then it is not hard to see that 
NP = co-NP. Consequently, we restrict ourselves even further and consider the logic 
GM’[FO,]. 
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Proposition 4.5. Let Y be a first-order formula (resp. without successor) with free 
variables those of the k-tuples x and y. Then the sentence GM [AxyY(x, y)] is logically 
equivalent to one oftheform GM [k~‘y’Y’(x’,y’)] where Y’ is projective (resp. without 
successor) and x’ and y’ are k’-tuples of distinct variables, for some k’. 
Proof. Y is clearly equivalent to a first-order formula over the vocabulary 5 in prenex 
normal form; that is, one of the form 
QIZIQZZZ... QpzpCCl ACzA ... AC,], 
for some p and q, where each Qi is 3 or V, and each Ci is of the form 
6ilV~i2V “’ V6it,, 
for some ti, with each hij atomic or negated atomic. We may clearly assume that each 
ti = q. 
Let u and u be q-tuples of new, distinct variables and, for each i, j = 1,2, . . . , q, define 
Bij as 
6ijAU,=OA ... AUi_,=OAUi=maXAUi+1=OA ... AU,=0 
Av,=OA ‘.. Avj_1=OAvj=maxAvj+,=OA ... Av,=O. 
Also, let q be the first-order quantifier-free formula expressing the predicate “it is not 
the case that all the Ui’s are set at 0 except one which is set at max”. Let 
SeSTRUCT(z), a,bElS\’ and CEJS)~. Then it is easy to see that 
(S,x=a,y=b,z=c)l=C,AC2A...AC, 
if and only if 
(S,x=a,y=b,z=c)l=Vu,Vu2 . . . Vu,3u13v2 . . . 31, 
[V(pij:i,j=1,2 ,..., q}Vrl]. 
Hence, as 
V{bij:i,j=l,2 ,..., q}Vq 
is clearly equivalent to a projective formula, we may assume that Y(x, y) is of the form 
Q~z~Qzzz...Q,z,$> 
where $ is projective. 
We require the following lemmas. 
Lemma 4.6. Let 4(x, u, v) be a formula of some logic L(r), for some vocabulary 7, with 
free variables x, u and v. Let SESTRUCT(T) b e o szze n and let G denote the digraph on f 
the vertices (0, 1, . . . , n - l} and with an edge (u, v) if and only ifVx@(x, u, v) holds. Let 
H be the digraph with vertices (0, 1, . . . . n- l> and also, for each ordered pair 
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Fig. 2. An essential component of the digraph H 
(U,U)E(O,l)...) n-1)2, those vertices and edges shown in Fig. 2: the vertices u and 
v appear in many of these digraphs but all the xi-, yi-, Zi-r wi-, ti-, and a-type vertices are 
diflerent for diflerent ordered pairs (u, v) (strictly, they should be denoted x,,“,i, etc.). Let 
m be a good marking of the vertices of H. Then for the xi-, yi-, zi-, wi-, ti-, and a-type 
vertices belonging to some ordered pair (u, v) from { 0, 1, . . . , n - l}’ 
(i) if m(a) then m(v) and Vxc/?(x, u, v) holds; 
(ii) if 1 m(u) then either 1 m(v) or both m(v) and 3x1 @(x, u, v) holds. 
Proof. (i) Suppose m(u), where a belongs to the ordered pair (u,v). Then 1 m(ti) 
(1 m(yi)) as, otherwise, xi (yi) would be joined to two marked vertices, for all i. As m is 
a good marking, each ti must be joined to a marked vertex and, so, m(v) and 
Vx@(x, u, v) holds. 
(ii) Suppose 1 m(a), where a belongs to the ordered pair (u, v). Then without loss of 
generality (w.1.o.g.) m(xo) and also x0 must be joined to some marked vertex. Thus, 
m(to), as x0 is not joined to itself. If m(v) then 1 @(O,u, V) holds and the result 
follows. 0 
Lemma 4.7. Let the situation be as in the statement of Lemma 4.6. 
(i) If m,, is a good marking of H then the restriction m4 of m,, to the vertices of G, that 
is {O,l, . . . . n- l}, is a good marking of G. 
(ii) If m, is a good marking of G and mh is the partial marking of H induced on the 
vertices (0, 1, . . . , n- 1) of H by my, then mh can be extended to a good marking of H. 
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Proof. (i) Let u~f0, 1, . .., n- l}. As mh is a good marking of H, there is an u-type 
vertex of H belonging to a pair (u, v) (where u and v may be identical) such that mh(u). 
By Lemma 4.6 we must have that there is an edge (u, v) in G and mh(v). Hence, every 
vertex of G is joined to at least one marked vertex under the marking m,. Suppose that 
u is joined to v’ in G, for some c’#v, and that m,,(v’). As mh is a good marking, the 
u-type vertex belonging to (u, u’) is not marked and, so, by Lemma 4.6 we obtain 
a contradiction. Hence, m, is a good marking of G. 
(ii) For each ordered pair (u, v)E{O, 1, . . . . II- 1 j2, we extend the partial marking mh 
to the vertices belonging to (u, v) as follows: 
Case I. (u, v) is an edge of G and me(v): so, 4’(i, u, v) holds for all i. 
Set mh(u). 
Case II. (a, v) is an edge of G and 1 mg(v): so, +s(i, u, v) holds for all i. 
Set mh(Xo), m,(t,), {mh(yj): j= 1, 2, . . . . n- 1). 
Case III. (tl, v) is not an edge ofG and m,(v): so, 1 $‘(i,u,v) holds for some i. 
Set mh(Xi), m,,(ti), {mh(yj): j=O, 1, . . . . n- 1; j#i; 1 @‘(j,n,u) holds}, 
{mh(zj):,j=O, 1, . . . . II- 1; j#i; 4’(j,u,v) holds}. 
Case IV. (u, v) is not un edge of G and 1 m,(v): so 1 @(i, u, v) holds for some i. Set 
WZh(Xi), Wlh(ti), {W&(JJj): j=O, 1, . . ..n-1. j#i}. 
Also, in all cases (mh(!&j): j=O, 1, . . . . n- l}. Notice that, as m4 is a good marking, each 
UE (0, 1, . . . , n - l} is joined to exactly one marked u-type vertex, and, consequently, it 
is easy to verify that mh is a good marking of H. U 
Lemma 4.8. Let 4(x, u, v) he a formula of some logic L(s),for some vocabulary T, with 
free variables x, u, and v. Let SESTRUCT(~) be of size n and let G denote the digraph on 
the vertices (0, 1, . . . , n - 1 } and with an edge (u, v) zfand only zf 3x@(x, u, v) holds. Let 
H be the digruph with vertices (0, 1, . . . . n- 1) and also, for each ordered pair 
(u, v)E{O, 1, . . . , n - 1 }2, those vertices and edges shown in Fig. 3: the vertices u and 
v appear in many of these digraphs but all the xi-3 yt-, a-, b-, c-, d-, e-, andf-type vertices 
are d@erentfor diflerent ordered pairs (u, v) (strictly, they should be denoted x,,, c‘, i, etc.). 
Let m be a good marking of the vertices of H. Then, for the xi-, y,-, a-, b-, c-, d-, e-, and 
f-type vertices belonging to some ordered pair (u, v)E(O, 1,. . . , n - 1}2, 
(i) ifm(a) then m(v) and 3x@(x, u, u) holds; 
(ii) Jfl m(u) then either 1 m(v) or both m(v) and Vxl @(x, u, v) holds. 
Proof. (i) Suppose m(u), where a belongs to the ordered pair (u, v). Then 1 m(c) as, 
otherwise, b would be joined to two marked vertices. Consequently, in order that a be 
joined to a marked vertex, we must have that m(xi) and @(i,u,v) holds, for some 
i (and 1 m(xj), for all j # i). Thus, -Y m(e) and 1 m(f) as, otherwise, d would be joined 
to two marked vertices. As e and f must be joined to a marked vertex, we must have 
m(v) and 3x@(x, u, v). 
(ii) Suppose 1 m(a), where a belongs to the ordered pair (u, I)). Then m(c), as b must 
be joined to a marked vertex and, so, 1 m(Xj), for all j. If m(v) then Vxl @(x, u, v) 
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holds as, otherwise, some vertex yi would be joined to two marked vertices, and the 
result follows. 0 
Lemma 4.9. Let the situation be as in the statement of Lemma 4.8. 
(i) If mh is a good marking of H then the restriction m, of mh to the vertices of G, that 
is (0, 1, . . . , n - 11, is a good marking of G. 
(ii) If m4 is a good marking of G and m,, is the partial marking of H induced on the 
vertices (0, 1, . . . . n- I} of H by m,, then mh can be extended to a good marking of H. 
Proof. (i) Follows as in the proof of Lemma 4.7 except that we now use Lemma 4.8. 
(ii) For each ordered pair (u, V)E (0, 1, . . . , n - l> 2, we extend the partial marking m,, 
to the vertices belonging to (u,v) as follows: 
Case I. (u, v) is an edge of G and m4(v): so @(i, u, v) holds for some i. 
Set mh(a), mh(Xi), (m,(yj): j=O, 1, . . . . n- 1; 1 @(j,u,v) holds). 
Case II. (u, v) is an edge of G and 1 mg(v): so 4’(i, u, v) holds for some i. 
Set m,,(c), m,,(e), {mh(yj): j=O, 1, . . . . n- 1; 1 @(j,u, v) holds). 
Case III. (u,v) is not an edge of G and m,(v): so 1 @(i,u,v) holds for all i. 
set mh(C), mh(f), {m&j): j=o, l, . . ., n- 13. 
Case IV. (u, v) is not an edge of G and 1 m,(v): so 1 @(i, u, v) holds for all i. 
Set m,(c), mh(e), {Wl,(yj): j=O, 1, . . . . n- l}. 
Notice that as m4 is a good marking, then each ~~10, 1, . . . , n - l} is joined to exactly 
one marked a-type vertex, and consequently it is easy to verify that mh is a good 
marking of H. 
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Notice that, in Lemmas 4.6 and 4.8, the digraph H can be described by a formula 
which is monotone-projective in the formula @ (this is easy to see: if necessary, consult 
the proofs of results such as Theorems 3.1, 4.1, 4.2, and 5.1 of [24] where (monotone) 
projection translations are given explicitly). Also, it should be clear that we may 
assume u and v to be tuples of variables, as opposed to single variables in each of the 
four preceding lemmas. 
Now, suppose that Q1 = V (Qr = 3). Set 
lClr=Q2~2 ... Q,z,$ 
and, so, Y~GGM[/lxyQ1z,Il/,(z,, x,y)]. By Lemma 4.7 (Lemma 4.9), Y is logically 
equivalent to a sentence of the form 
G~C~.~IYI~I(~I,.YI)I> 
where, by the above comment, $1 is monotone-projective in the formula $i and xi 
and y1 are k 1 -tuples of distinct variables, for some k, . As #r is monotone-projective in 
the formula $r, the quantifier prefix Q2z2 . . . Q PzP of $r can be filtered through I$~ so 
that C#J~ is logically equivalent to a formula of the form 
Q2~2 . Qpzpe, > 
where 19, is monotone projective in the formula $. By [24, Lemma 3.11 19, is logically 
equivalent to a projective formula. Consequently, the result follows by induction on 
p (as we have not used the successor relation at all in this proof). 0 
Theorem 4.10. Every sentence @ of the logic GM’[FO,] (GM’[FO]) is logically 
equivalent to one of the form 
where Y is projective (without successor) and x and y are k-tuples of distinct variables, 
for some k. 
Proof. By Proposition 4.5 the result holds when @J is of the form 
GMCjuxy u'(.v)l, 
where Y is first-order. Given this fact, we now proceed by induction on the syntactic 
complexity of the sentence @. 
Case I. @ is aJirst-order sentence: Clearly, @ is logically equivalent to the sentence 
GM[ixy(x=yA@)], 
and the result follows by Proposition 4.5. 
Case II. @rGMIILx,yI Y1(xI,yI)]AGM[;lx,y,Y,(x,,y,)], where Yi is projec- 
tive and Xi and yi are k,-tuples of distinct variables, for some ki, with i= 1,2. We may 
clearly assume that kl = k2. Then @ is logically equivalent to the sentence 
GMC~.(~~,~,)(Y,,~,)((~,=V,=OA Y,(x~,Y,)) 
V(u,=v,=maxAY2(~~,y~))V(~~#OAu~#maxAu,=v~Ax,=y,))], 
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Fig. 4. The digraph G. 
where ui and ~‘i are two new variables, which is logically equivalent to a sentence of 
the required form (if Gi and G2 are digraphs described by Y, and Y’,, respectively, 
then we have, essentially, just defined our new digraph to consist of disjoint copies of 
G1 and G,). 
Case III. Y/~GM[E,x,~,Y~(~,,~,)]VGM[~“X~Y~Y~(Y~,Y~)], where Yi isprojec- 
tive and Xi and yi are ki-tuples of distinct variables, for some ki, with i= 1,2. We may 
clearly assume that k, = k2. Henceforth, instead of detailing descriptions of digraphs 
explicitly, as we did in case II, we describe the constructions pictorially. Let G, be 
a digraph described by Yi, for i= 1,2 (with respect to some relevant structure, of 
course). Consider the digraph G pictured in Fig. 4: it is easy to see that G can 
be, essentially, described by a monotone-projective formula in Y 1 and YZ, and, so, by 
[24, Lemma 3.11, by a projective formula (the description is of G with some extra 
vertices only joined to themselves). As in any good marking of G exactly one of the 
vertices a, and a2 is marked, it is simple to verify that G has a good marking if and 
only if either Gi or G2 has. 
Case IV. @ = VzGM [%xyY(x, y, z)] where Y is projective and x and y are k-tuples of 
distinct variables: Let Gi be a digraph described by the relation Y(x,y, i), for 
i=O, 1 , . . . , n - 1, with respect to some relevant structure of size n. Then the digraph 
G consisting of disjoint copies of the G:s can clearly be described by a formula which 
is monotone projective in Y and, so, logically equivalent to a projective formula by 
[24, Lemma 3.11 and it is easy to see that there is a good marking for G if and only if 
there is a good marking for Gi, for each i. 
Case V. @=3zGM[i~xyY(x,y,z)], where Y is projective and x and y are k-tuples 
of distinct variables: Let Gi be a digraph described by the relation Y(x,y,i), for 
i=O, 1, . . . . n- 1, with respect to some relevant structure of size n. Let the digraph G be 
the digraph pictured in Fig. 5: clearly, G can be described by a monotone-projective 
formula in Y and, so, by a projective formula by [24, Lemma 3.11. Suppose that G has 
a good marking. Then as d is joined to exactly one marked vertex, exactly one of 
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every vertex of Gi 
is joined to vertex 
{bo,b,, . ..>hz-ll is marked and, so, exactly one of {aO, a,, . . . , a,_ 1 > is not marked, 
SayUi(allOf{Co,Cr,..., c,, 1 } are marked). Consequently, there is a good marking for 
Gi. Conversely, if there is a good marking for Gi, for some i, then we can clearly extend 
this marking to a good marking for G by proceeding as hinted at above. Hence, there 
is a good marking for G if and only if there is a good marking for Gi, for some 
i=O, 1 ) . . ..n- 1. 
Notice that we have not used the successor relation in any of the constructions 
in the above cases and, so, the result follows by induction on the syntactic complexity 
of @. q 
Having obtained our normal-form theorem, we need only to prove that NP 
coincides with GM’[FO,] (GM’ [FO]) to show that GM is complete for NP via 
projection translations (without successor): we do this by showing that every problem 
represented by a sentence of a logic known to characterize NP can also be represented 
by a sentence of GM’[FO,] GM’[FO]). 
Theorem 4.11. GM’ [FO] = GM’ [FO,] =NP and GM is complete for NP via projec- 
tion translations without successor. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.1 and the remark after Proposition 3.1 of [24], SAT is 
complete for NP via projection translations without successor. So, any problem Q in 
NP can be represented by a sentence of the form 
where $, and tin are projective without successor and x and y are m-tuples of distinct 
variables, for some m. For some relevant structure, let the c.n.f. Boolean formula 
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1. for each i and j, the vertex Ci is joined 
to the vertex Xi (resp. ~XG) iff Xj c Ci 
(resp. -Xj 6 Ci). 2. for each i, the vertex Ci is joined 
T 
3. the vertices {X+ ‘Xii : i,j = O,l,..., n-l} 
to itself iff the clause Ci is empty. 
‘: 
are all joined to the vertex y 
4.thesetofvertices{u,j.k:ij,/z = O,l,..., n-l,i# j}, 
all joined as shown. 
I I 
Fig. 6. The digraph G. 
B described by $i and $z have clauses Co, C1 , . . , C, _ 1 and be over the Boolean 
variables X0,X1, . . . . X,_ 1 (some or all of the clauses might be empty). Let G be the 
digraph described in Fig. 6: clearly, G can be described by a first-order formula 
involving eP and 1c/, as predicate symbols (notice that G cannot be described by 
a projective formula because of the stipulations for the existence of edges of the form 
Cci3 ci)). 
Suppose that B has a satisfying truth assignment t. For each nonempty clause Ci, 
choose a literal in Ci which is set at True under t and mark the corresponding vertex in 
G (so if, for example, X,ECi and t(X,) = True then the vertex Xik is marked in G). If the 
clause Ci is empty, then mark the vertex Ci. As t is satisfying, every vertex Ci is joined 
to exactly one marked vertex. Also, mark the vertex y: so, every vertex Xik,l Xik, or 
y is joined to exactly one marked vertex. If any vertex uijk is not joined to a marked 
vertex then mark it. Notice that no vertex uijk is joined to two marked vertices, 
because if it were then we would have t(X,)= t(l X,)= True, for some k. Hence, 
G has a good marking. 
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Conversely, if G has a good marking m, then define the truth assignment t on the 
Boolean variables involved in B as follows: 
t(X,)= True iff the vertex Xik, for some i, is marked under m. 
By arguing as above, it is easy to see that t is a satisfying truth assignment for B. 
Hence, there exists a satisfying truth assignment for B if and only if there is a good 
marking for G and, so, from above, Q can be represented by a sentence of GM’ [FO] 
(we assume that the c.n.f. Boolean formula with no literals in any clause is satisfiable). 
Thus NP c GM 1 [FO] and the result follows from Theorem 4.10. 0 
We remark that GM is the first “natural” problem, apart from SAT, known to be 
complete for NP via projection translations without successor. 
The technique illustrated above should be compared with that of Section 4.1. In 
Section 4.1, the aim is to exhibit a monotone projection translation from a known 
complete problem to the problem in question. The method of this section, once the 
normal-form theorem for some appropriate logic has been established, does not insist 
that we exhibit a monotone projection translation from some known complete 
problem but only that we show that the known complete problem can be represented 
by a sentence of the logic (GM’ [FO,] in our example: in fact, in the proof of Theorem 
4.10 it turns out that there is a first-order translation from the known complete 
problem to GM). Remember, all we need to do is to show that NP is contained in the 
logic; the normal-form theorem has done the rest. 
Often, when given a problem which we suspect to be complete (for some complexity 
class) via projection translations, say, we spend most of our time looking for a suitable 
known complete problem from which to exhibit a monotone projection translation to 
the problem in question, in comparison with the time taken in deriving the actual 
monotone projection translation. The method illustrated in this section allows us to 
circumvent, to some extent, the search for a known complete problem as the normal- 
form validation involves only the problem in hand and no others. Once the normal- 
form theorem has been established, it is easier to search for a known complete 
problem from which to translate as we are allowed to use more computational power 
(than monotone projection translations, for example) in computing the translation 
and it is usually the case that there are more candidate problems. (The proof in [22, 
Proposition 4.11 that the problem LEXFP(O,max), where 
LEXFP= {(S, u, U)E STRUCT,(tz): the vertex u is on the lexicographic first 
path in the digraph S starting from u}, 
is complete for L via projection translations is an excellent example of where, 
in showing that LzLEXFP’ [FO,], we need not restrict ourselves to projection 
translations.) 
We saw in the previous section that if PATHFP’ [FO,] =PATHFP* [FO,] then 
NP =co-NP. We can make a similar statement about the logics GM’ [FO] and 
GM*[FO] even though we cannot use Proposition 4.3. 
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Proposition 4.12. Zf GM1 [FO] = GM* [FO] then NP =co-NP. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.11, any problem in NP can be represented by a sentence of 
GM’[FO] of the form 
where $ is projective and x and y are k-tuples of variables, for some k. Consider the 
sentence ~EGM*[FO] defined as 
((u,=OA~2=maxA(u,=u,=OVu,=u,=max)AGM[~~xy~(x,y)]) 
V(ul=u,=u2=u2=O)V(u,=ul=u2=u2=max) 
V(u1=u,=OAuz=u2=max))], 
where ul, u2, ul, and u2 are new variables. It is easy to see that $J is logically equivalent 
to 1 GM[2xy$(x,y)] and, so, the result clearly follows. Cl 
4.3. Our third method 
The method illustrated in this section is different from those of Sections 4.1 and 4.2, 
in that it actually uses the fact that some problem is complete for some complexity 
class via some stronger reductions. In our example, we use the fact that the encoding 
of the problem EDGE-DISJOINT CONNECTING PATHS, described below, is complete for NP 
via logspace reductions. The method still involves the derivation of a normal-form 
theorem for an appropriate logic; however, this logic is a sublogic of the logic formed 
by extending first-order logic with an operator corresponding to the problem in hand 
and another operator simultaneously. This method for proving completeness via 
projection translations was first used in [19,21]. 
Let the problem EDGE-DISJOINT CONNECTING PATHS (PATHS) be defined as 
follows: 
PATHS= {SESTR~CT( z~,~): the digraph described by ES has a path 
between the vertex u and the vertex u whenever FS(u,u) holds 
and where all of these directed paths are mutually edge- 
disjoint). 
The decision problem underlying the problem PATHS is essentially the decision 
problem whose instances are pairs (G, T), with G a directed graph and T={(ul, ul), 
(u2, u2), . , (uk, uk)} a set of distinct vertex pairs, and whose yes-instances are those 
instances where, for each i, there is a path in G between vertex Ui and vertex ui such 
that these paths are mutually edge-disjoint. It is shown in [13] that the encoding of 
PATHS as a set of strings is complete for NP via logspace reductions. 
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We need the following definition. A problem Q over z is logspace reducible to 
a problem G?’ over r’ with exponent k if there is a logspace transducer M, computing 
the function J and some kEN such that, for each WE(O, l}*, 
(i) oEe,(Q) if and only if f(w)eer,(Q’); 
(ii) if o=e,(S), for some DESTRUCT of size n, then f(cu)=e,,(S’) for some 
S’E STRUCT(r’) of size nk. 
Lemma 4.13. Any problem QENP is logspace reducible to PATHS with exponent k, for 
some k depending on Q. 
Proof. As mentioned above, PATHS is complete for NP via logspace reductions. So, 
let M be a logspace transducer computing the logspace reduction f from the problem 
QENP, over some vocabulary t, to the problem PATHS, and suppose that M runs in 
time 2n21, for some t. Let m be such that je,(S)I <n”‘, for all structures SESTRUCT(~) 
of size n, and set k=mt. We may clearly construct the logspace transducer M’ 
computing the function J“ such that 
(i) if uE{O, l}* is such that o#e,(S), for any SESTRUCT(~), then M’ 
halts without writing anything (notice that the empty string is not in eTi >(PATHS)); 
(ii) otherwise, o=e,(S), for some SESTRUCT(~) of size n: if If(o)l#2r2, for 
some Y, then M’ halts and writes a sequence of n2k O’s followed by n2k l’s, so that 
f’(o)=ei_(S’) with S’ESTRUCT(T~,~)\PATHS of size nk; 
(iii) otherwise, W=e,(S), for some SESTRUCT(T) of size n, and If(w)l=2r2, 
for some r: then M’ outputs as M does, except that the output is padded 
as follows: 
if f(o)=uIu2 . ..o.o;u; . ..o., where each Ui and oj is of length r, 
wlO”k-rOn%“-r) 
I 5 
where 0’ is the symbol 0 repeated i times, so that If’(o)1 =2nk. Hence, if o=e,(S), for 
some SESTRUCT(~) of size n, then we have that f(co)Eei2,i(PATHS) if and only if 
f’(Wk Z(PATHS), and so the result clearly follows. q 
Let the vocabulary 74, 4 consist of the two relation symbols RI and R2, both of arity 
4, and let SESTRUCT(~+ 4) be of size n. We now describe how to (gradually) build the 
digraph H(RS, R:). 
(i) Let a and b be any two vertices. Then we write P(a, b) to denote that the 
vertices are part of the digraph shown in Fig. 7. 
(ii) H(RS, Rz) has vertices {ai,bi,ci,di: i=O, 1, . . ..n- l} and, for each i, we have 
P(ai,bi), P(ci,di), and P(ci,bi) (all vertices different from the U-, b-, C-, and d-type 
vertices in these digraphs are distinct). 
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n2 vertrces -.F AY . . 
V a 
Fig. 7. The &graph P(a, b) 
(iii) For all i,jE{O, 1, . . . . n- 11, with i#j, H(RS,RS) has vertices {w(i,j,k): 
k=O, 1, . . ..n- I) and edges 
{(w(i,j,k),w(i,j,m)): k,m{O,l,..., n-l},k#m,Rs(i,j,k,m)) 
u{(bilw(i,j,O)),((w(i,j,n-l),Cj)t: 
call such a digraph @(i,j). 
(iv) For all i,j~{O, 1,. ..,a- l}, H(Rf,Rz) has vertices {z(i,j,k): k=O, 1, ..,, II- l} 
and edges 
{(z(4j, k), z(4Lm)): k m~{O,l,..., n-l),k#m,R;(i,j,k,m)) 
u{(ai,z(i,j,O)),((z(i,j,n--l),dj)}: 
call such a digraph Q$(i,j). Hence, H(Rf,R;) can be pictured as in Fig. 8. 
Lemma 4.14. Let SESTRUCT(~,,,) be of size n. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) there are mutually edge-disjoint paths in H(RT, Rs) between the distinct pairs of 
vertices (ai,, dj, ), (at25 dj,), . . , (Uik, dj,), where i, # j, for all m, which do not pass through 
any z-type vertices; 
(b) there are mutually edge-disjoint paths in the digraph described by the rela- 
tion TC [%uuR~ (x, y, u, v)] (0, max) between the distinct pairs of vertices (iI ,jl), 
(i2,j2), . . . . (ik,jk), where i,#j, for all m. 
Proof. Suppose (a) holds. Write, for example, Ui3P-‘bi to denote a path through the 
digraph Ps(ai, bi) from ai to bj. Then any path in H(Rf, Rs) between ai and dj, say, 
avoiding z-type vertices, must be of the form 
ai+P+bi*Ql +c,, ‘P-b,,,, +Ql +c,,+P+b,,+ .. 
~c,~~P~b,~~Q1~Cj_tP_rdj, 
for some ml,m2, . . . . m,. So, if p1 ,p2, . . . . pk are the mutually edge-disjoint paths 
between (ai,, dj,), (ai2, dj2), . , (a,,, d,), respectively, then the vertices of any digraph 
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Fig. 8. The digraph H(RS, Ri), 
Qf(i,j) appear on at most one path pm. Also, if bi+Ql+cj, then 
TC[k~R~(i,j,u, v)](O,max). Hence, it is easy to see that (b) follows. 
Conversely, suppose that (b) holds. In any digraph P(x, y), there are n2 edge- 
disjoint paths between vertex x and vertex y and, as above, it is easy to see that 
(a) holds. 0 
Lemma 4.15. Let SESTRUCT(~,.,) be of size n, and let 
F={(i,j): i,jE(O, 1,. ..,n- l}, i#j, 1 TC[E~~R~(i,j,u,u)](O,max)}. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) there are mutually edge-disjoint paths in H(Rf, Rs) between the pairs of vertices 
{(Ui,dj): i,jE{O, 1, . . . . n- l}, i#j}; 
(b) there are mutually edge-disjoint paths in the digraph described by the relation 
TC[luuR~(x, y, u, u)](O, max) 
between the pairs of vertices of F. 
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Proof. Suppose (a) holds. Then, for pairs of vertices of F, these paths cannot involve 
z-type vertices. Hence, by Lemma 4.14, (b) holds. Conversely, if (b) holds then (a) 
holds, for if (i, j)$F, where i#j, we can choose a path ai-Qz_dj. 0 
Lemma 4.16. Consider the following sentence 0 of ( f PATHS)* [ ( f TC)* [FO,] 1: 
PATHS[~~yTC[/Zuv~~](O,rnax),xyi TC[Auf$,](O,max)], 
where $1 and I+L~ are projective formulae with free variables x,y,u, and v. Then @ is 
logically equivalent to a sentence of PATHS’ [FO,] of the form 
PATHSC~-~y~,,~_vb,l, 
where x and y are k-tuples of distinct variables, for some k, and $1 and 4z are projective 
formulae with free variables from x and y. 
Proof. Let S be some structure over the vocabulary r(G). Clearly, the digraph 
H($s, It/s) can be described by a projective formula 4r(x,y), say, where x and y are 
k-tuples of distinct variables, for some k (as there exist monotone-projective formulae 
describing the digraph H(Rs,Rz) constructed prior to Lemma 4.14). Let 42(x,y) be 
a projective formula such that 
&(x, y) holds if and only if “x is some vertex ai, y is some vertex dj, and i #j” 
(that such a projective formula exists should be clear). Then, by Lemma 4.15, @ is 
logically equivalent to 
PATHS[LX~~~,X~&]. 0 
Theorem 4.17. PATHS is complete for NP via projection translations. 
Proof. Let R be some problem in NP. By Lemma 4.13, 52 is logspace-reducible to 
PATHS with exponent k, for some k depending on Sz. By [21, Proposition 3.11 (and 
[S]), PATHS is a (f TC)* [FOJ-translation of Sz. Consequently, G’ is represented by 
a formula @ of the form 
where 11/r and $* are projective formulae. 
Wemayclearlyassumethat Ix,I=ly,I=lull=lull=Ix21=Iy21=Iu21=lu21,andby 
an analogous (similarly proven) result to that of Lemma 4.16, @ is logically equivalent 
to a sentence of PATHS’ [FO,] of the form 
where x and y are m-tuples of distinct variables, for some m, and $r and 42 are 
projective formula with free variables from x and y. Hence, the result follows. 0 
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In some ways, if (the encoding of) our given problem Q is known to be complete for 
NP, say, via logspace reductions, then the method of this section is the most preferable 
of those so far considered as it is not necessary to consider any other particular 
complete problem for NP via projection translations: the proof of completeness for 
NP via projection translations of the problem Q wholly involves a logical manipula- 
tion involving sentences of the logic Q*[K*[FO,]]. However, if we happen to be 
dealing with a problem the encoding of which is not known to be complete for some 
complexity class via logspace reductions, then extra work needs to be done before we 
can use the method of this section to show that the problem is complete for the 
complexity class via projection translations, and it may be the case that it is easier to 
use one of the other methods described in this paper and achieve both goals in one go. 
We now consider the relative expressibilities of the logics PATHS’[FO,] and 
PATHS*[FO,], just as we have done with our problems previously. 
Proposition 4.18. If the logics PATHS’[FO,] and PATHS*[FO,] have the same 
expressibility then NP = co-NP. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.17 any problem in NP can be represented by a sentence of the 
form 
where $i and G2 are projective formulae and where x and y are k-tuples of distinct 
variables, for some k. Consider the sentence cJIEPATHS*[FO,] defined as 
~_PATHSCi(u,,u,)(v,,v,)~,,(u,,u,)(~,,u,)~,l, 
where u u i, 2r vr and v2 are new variables and 
~1-(u,=u,=u,=OAv,=max)V(u1=v2=OAu,=v,=max) 
V(u,=vl=v2=maxAu,=0); 
~2=(uZ=v1=v2=maxAu,=0) 
It is easy to see that 4 is logically equivalent to 1 PATHS[Ly$,, XY$~] and, so, the 
result follows. 0 
4.4. Our fourth method 
Our fourth method for proving that problems are complete for certain complexity 
classes via projection translations uses the logical characterization of the classes of the 
polynomial hierarchy ([29]) due to Fagin [S]: as such, the general method is only 
applicable to those complexity classes appearing in the polynomial hierarchy. Essen- 
tially, for a given complexity class, the method utilizes the normal-form theorems 
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obtained by Fagin in conjunction with existing results concerning complete problems 
for subclasses of the complexity class in question via projection translations. So, for 
example, if we were attempting to show that some problem is complete for NP via 
projection translations then we might use Fagin’s characterization of NP along with 
the fact that a problem is known to be complete for L, say, via projection translations. 
This method was first used in [23] to show that certain “natural” problems, previously 
not even known to be complete for the respective complexity class via polynomial- 
time reductions, are in fact complete for this complexity class (of the polynomial 
hierarchy) via projection translations: these problems involve Boolean-iabelled struc- 
tures such as digraphs and Boolean formulae. 
Fagin’s characterization is as follows. 
Theorem 4.19 (Fagin, ([S]). The complexity class Cp coincides with those problems 
represented by second-order sentences of the form 
where the sentence 4 is$rst-order without successor, each Rj,k is a relation symbol, and 
Qi = 3 (V) if i is odd (even). 
Let the vocabulary r2, 5 consist of the relation symbol E of arity 2 and the relation 
symbol L of arity 5. We can consider a structure S, of size n, over r2, 5 as a graph GS 
whose edges are labelled with disjunctions of Boolean literals or True as follows: 
(a) for each x, YE 1 S 1 with x # y, there is an edge {x, y} in GS if and only if ES(x, y) or 
ES(y, x) holds; 
(b) if x, YE 1 S 1, with x # y, and {x, y} is an edge of GS then {x, y} is labelled with the 
disjunction of those Boolean literals obtained as follows: 
for all u, UEISI, the literal X,,. (1 X,, “) is part of the disjunction if and only if 
L’(x,y, u, u,O) or L’(y,x, u, v,O) (L’(x,y, u, v,n- 1) or L’(y,x,u, u,n- 1)) holds, with 
any edge labelled with an empty disjunction assumed to be labelled True. 
For any truth assignment t on the Boolean variables involved in some Boolean 
edge-labelled graph S, let t(S) denote the subgraph of GS possessing only those edges 
whose labels are set to True under the truth assignment t. 
We remark that this encoding of a Boolean edge-labelled graph is “reasonable” in the 
sense of [7]. Notice also that given two structures over r2, 5, there is a first-order sentence 
that determines whether these structures are encodings of the same instance of the under- 
lying decision problem, and there are first-order formulae which answer “fundamental” 
questions about the underlying instance e.g. “is the label of the edge {x, y} True?“. 
Let the problem REACHABILITYIN BOOLEANEDGE-LABELLEDGRAPHS (RBELG) be de- 
fined as follows: 
RBELG= {S&TRUCT(r 2, 5): S is a Boolean edge-labelled graph of size 
n and there exists a truth assignment t on the Boolean variables 
involved in S such that there is a path in t(S) from vertex 0 to 
vertex n - 1). 
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Theorem 4.20. RBELG is complete for NP via projection translations. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.19, any problem QENP can be represented by a sentence of the 
form 
3R,3R, . . 3R,4, 
where R,, R,, . . . . R, are relation symbols and 4 is a first-order sentence without 
successor (involving the relation symbols RI, RZ, . . . , R, as well as the symbols of 
r(Q)). Define 
STC = { (S, u, v)ESTRUCT,(~~): there is a path from u to v in the graph S}. 
By [8], STC(0, max) is complete for NSYMLOG = STC* [F’O,] via projection trans- 
lations and, so, 4 is logically equivalent to a sentence of STC*[FO,] of the form 
STC[Axy$](O, max), 
where x and y are k-tuples of variables, for some k, and $ is projective. In particular, 
we may assume that I,!I is of the form 
(a1 ~fi,)V(%AB*)V ... V(=,~&), 
for some p, where 
(i) each ai is a conjunction of logical atomic relations, s, =, and their negations; 
(ii) each pi is atomic or negated atomic and 
/Ii(x,y) does not involve any of the symbols RI, RZ, . , R,, for i= 1,2, . . . . q; 
fi,+l(x,y)- R,&(Zi(X,y))> for some tuple of variables Zi(X,y), for i= 1,2, . . ..r. 
P y+r+i(X,y)_lR,~+~(Z,+i(x,y)),f or some tuple of variables Z, + i(X,y), for i = 1,2, . . . , t, 
with q+r+t=p; 
(iii) if i#j, then Cli and gj are mutually exclusive. 
Consider the following projective formulae involving the variables of the k-tuples 
x,y,u,u, and W, where u=(u,,u~) with IuJ=m and Iu21=a: 
y,(x,y)~Ca,(x,y)AB,(X,y)lV..‘V C~,~W)~&(W)l 
Vcc,+,(x,y)V...Va,(x,y); 
Y,(x,y,u,u,w)=Ca,+,(x,y)A( u,,U~)=(#C~,Z1(X,Y))Au=OAw=0]V 
... v C~,+r(W)A( u1,u~)=(#c,,z~(x,y))l\u=oA~=o] 
VCa,+,+, (x,Y)A(u1,u2)=(#c,+1,~I+1(x,Y))Au=OA~=maxlV 
. ..VC~g+r+.(x,y)A(ul,~~)A(#~ r+l,Zr+f(x,y))Au=OAw=maxl: 
#c denotes the tuple with the cth entry set at max and every other entry set at 0. 
Given a structure SESTRUCT(T(Q)), the formula YE describes which edges appear in 
the graph GS on the vertices {x: XE I S I k}, and the formula Y, describes the labels of the 
edges of GS (it is easier to think of the labels as the atomic or negated atomic formulae 
P q+17 &+2, . . ..B q+r+r): notice that every edge of the graph GS is labelled by True or 
a disjunction of at most 2 literals over a set of Boolean variables of size ISlk. 
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Denote the projection translation of S with respect to YE and YL by o(S). We claim 
that 
SE.Q if and only if ~(S)ERBELG. 
We begin by noting that, for any structure SESTRUCT(~(Q)), the Boolean variable(s) 
involved in the labelling of the edge (x,y) of the graph GS of a(S) are X,, v or/and X,., “, 
where u=( # Ci,zi(.\-,y)) and u’=( # Ci,Zi(y,X)), for some i= 1,2, . . ..r+t. and u=O: 
associate the truth or falsity of these Boolean variables with the truth or falsity of 
R,,(zi(x,y)) and R,,(zi(y,x)), and vice versa. 
Suppose that SEQ. Then for any set of relations RI, R2,. . . , R, 
(S,R,,Rz, . . . . R,)~STCC~“xy~(x,y)l(O,max): 
let the digraph obtained from $(x,y) with these relations be denoted by 
GS(R,, R2, . . ..R.). By the above association, we obtain a truth assignment t on the 
Boolean variables involved in the labelling of GS, and it should be clear that any 
extension of this truth assignment, also denoted by t, to all the available Boolean 
variables is such that the digraph GS(R,, R2, . . . , R,) is identical to the digraph t(GS). 
Consequently, if SEQ then ~J(S)ERBELG. The converse is similar using the reverse 
association described above and, so, the result follows. 0 
Notice, from the proof of Theorem 4.20, that we may assume the Boolean edge- 
labelled graph in an instance of RBELG to be labelled with disjunctions of at most 
two literals or True. It is unknown whether the similar version of RBELG where the 
edges are labelled with Boolean literals or True is complete for NP via projection 
translations (it has been shown in [23] that this is the case when we are dealing with 
Boolean edge-labelled digraphs). 
We remark that the consideration of other Boolean labelled discrete structures, in 
conjunction with techniques such as those used here, yields more complete problems 
for NP and other complexity classes via projection translations (see [23]). In particu- 
lar, if the problem s2 is complete for Q’[FO,] via projection translations and 
P contains Q2’[F0,], then it may well be the case that the Boolean labelled problem 
corresponding to Sz (as RBELG corresponds to STC(0, max)) is complete for NP via 
some logical translations (in fact, by studying the proof of Theorem 4.20, we do not 
even require as strong a condition as Q being complete for R’ [ FG,] via projection 
translations). For this reason, it is especially important that more problems complete 
for complexity classes such as L, NL, NSYMLOG, and P (all contained in NP) via 
projection translations be discovered, as these problems could well “automatically” 
yield new complete problems for NP via projection translations. (Notice that the 
techniques of the proof of Theorem 4.20 can be applied when Q is complete for NP via 
projection translations; however, the result that the Boolean labelled problem corres- 
ponding to R is also complete for NP via projection translations can be trivially 
deduced from the completeness of 52 and, so, the techniques are redundant in this case. 
As can be seen from [23], such problems can be used to derive new problems for the 
classes of the polynomial hierarchy, however.) 
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Comparing the expressibilities of the logics RBELG’[FO,] and RBELG* [FO,] 
yields the following result. 
Proposition 4.21. If the loyics RBELG’[FO,] and RBELG*[FO,] have the same 
expressibility then NP = co-NP. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.20 any problem in NP can be represented by a sentence of the 
form 
where I/~ and $2 are projective formulae and xi, x2, x3, x4, and x5 are k-tuples of 
distinct variables, for some k. Consider the sentence ~ERBELG*[FO,] defined as 
follows: 
~~RBE~GC~~(~,,~,)(~,,~Z)~~,(~I,~Z)(U~.~~)(W~,W~)(Y~,~~)(Z~,Z~)~~I, 
where u1,u2,v1,u2, wl, w2, y, , y,, zl, and z2 are distinct new variables and where 
~1~(uI=u2=L‘1=OAZj2=max)V(u,=u,=v,=maxAu,=0); 
~2-(u1=u2=v1=OAv2=maxAw1=w,=y1=yz=z1=z2=0) 
V(u2=t~1=u2=maxAu,=OAw,=w,=y,=yz=0 
Az,=zz=maxARBELG[~~x,x2~1,xlx2~3~4~5~2]). 
It is easy to see that 4 is logically equivalent to 1 RBELG[Ax~x~I/~, 
x1x2x3x4x5$2], and so the result clearly follows. 0 
4.5. Our,fifth method 
Our final method is not really a method at all, but a consequence of the logical 
encoding of the complexity class L NP in [28] (LNP consists of those sets of strings 
which can be recognized by a logspace deterministic oracle Turing machine with an 
oracle from NP). The important result is as follows. 
Theorem 4.22. LNp= DTC’ [HP’[FO,]]. 
Let the decision problem LEXFP( f HP) be defined as follows: 
Instance of size II: 2n(n- 1) digraphs {Gij, Hij: i,j=O, 1, . . ..n- 1; i#j), all on 
the vertices (0, 1, . , n - 11; 
Yes-Instance of size n: an instance of size n where, for the digraph G on the vertices 
{O,l, ‘..1 n - 11, and with an edge (i, j) if and only if 
GijgHP(O, max) or Hij~HP(O, max), the vertex max is on the 
lexicographic first path in G starting at the vertex 0. 
This decision problem can clearly be encoded as a problem, of the same name, over 
the vocabulary zq, 4. 
Theorem 4.23. LEXFP(f HP) is complete,for LNP via projection translations. 
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Proof. By Theorem 4.22, any problem Q in LNP can be represented by a sentence of 
DTC’ [HP’[FO,]]. Moreover, by [S, 19,223, it is easy to see that any sentence of the 
logic DTC’[HP’[FO,J] is equivalent to one of LEXFP’[HP’[FO,]] of the form 
LEXFP[iLxy(HP[~,uu$,(u,u;x,y)](O,max) 
viHPC~.u~~2(u,~;x,y)1(0,max))l(0,max), 
where $l and $2 are projective formulae and all tuples of variables are k-tuples, for 
some k. The result clearly follows. 0 
Notice that other problems complete for L and NP via projection translations can 
be substituted for LEXFP(O,max) and HP(O,max), respectively. This method pro- 
vides a further illustration as to the importance of establishing more complete 
problems for well-known complexity classes, such as L and NP, via projection 
translations, as mentioned in the Introduction: doing so will automatically yield more 
complete problems for other complexity classes. 
5. Conclusion 
We hope that we have persuaded the reader that this general logical approach to 
complexity theory gives rise to new techniques for proving completeness; techniques 
that are not available in the traditional environment. As a final comment, we would 
like to draw the attention of the reader to the fact that allowing an unlimited number 
of positive, nested applications of operators corresponding to the problems of 
Section 4 of this paper when extending first-order logic seemingly takes us out of NP 
(see the comment after Corollary 4.4 and Propositions 4.12, 4.18, and 4.21). An 
anonymous referee of an earlier paper ([21], in fact) suggested that this might be 
because none of these problems has the following property: 
if Q is some problem and SE!& if R’(x) does not hold, for some relation R and tuple 
x, then the instance S’ which is identical with S expect that R”(x) now holds is such 
that S’EQ. 
Notice that HP has this property. It would be interesting to further investigate this 
suggestion. In particular, it would be beneficial to look at some decision problems 
having this property that are NP-complete via logspace reductions and extend 
first-order logic using operators corresponding to these decision problems. 
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